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## Description:

   Apache Geronimo is an open source server runtime that integrates the best open
   source projects to create Java/OSGi server runtimes that meet the needs of 
   enterprise developers and system administrators.

 

## Activity: - Overall development activity (commits, JIRA, dev mailing list traffic) was low

 - Some work being done on Java EE 7 specification jars and XBean
   
## Issues:

 - We are concerned with our current level of community activity and will begin 
   taking public actions to start a next-gen Geronimo effort.

   
## PMC/Committership changes: 
   
 - Currently 69 committers and 42 PMC members in the project. 
 - No new PMC members added in the last 3 months 
 - Last PMC addition was Romain Manni-Bucau at Thu Aug 07 2014 
 - No new committers added in the last 3 months 
 - Last committer addition was Hendrik Saly at Thu Oct 23 2014 
   
## Releases: 
   
 - Geronimo XBean-4.2

 - EE 7 Specs (April 2015)

   - geronimo-jcdi_1.1_spec-1.0

   - geronimo-annotation-1.2_spec v1.0 

   - geronimo-interceptor-1.2_spec v1.0

   - geronimo-jms_2.0_spec alpha2

 



## Mailing list activity: 
   
 - dev@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 366 subscribers (down -3 in the last 3 months): 
    - 121 emails sent to list (150 in previous quarter) 
   
 - servicemix-tck@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 9 subscribers (up 0 in the last 3 months) 
   
 - xbean-scm@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 17 subscribers (up 0 in the last 3 months): 
    - 16 emails sent to list (26 in previous quarter) 
   
 - xbean-user@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 34 subscribers (up 0 in the last 3 months): 
    - 0 emails sent to list (0 in previous quarter) 
   
 - tck-commits@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 4 subscribers (up 1 in the last 3 months) 
   
 - user@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 466 subscribers (down -1 in the last 3 months): 
    - 49 emails sent to list (25 in previous quarter) 
   
 - geronimo-tck@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 43 subscribers (up 1 in the last 3 months) 
   
 - scm@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 102 subscribers (down -3 in the last 3 months): 
    - 167 emails sent to list (38 in previous quarter) 
   
 - xbean-dev@geronimo.apache.org:  
    - 34 subscribers (up 0 in the last 3 months): 
    - 15 emails sent to list (7 in previous quarter) 
   
   
## JIRA activity: 
   
 - 10 JIRA tickets created in the last 3 months 
 - 4 JIRA tickets closed/resolved in the last 3 months 
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